The Holocaust Web Hunt

Use the following links to answer the questions under the hyperlinked headings

Holocaust Overview

Genocide
Read & define Genocide:

What does learning about the Holocaust Help us to understand?

Go to https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/project/the-holocaust-a-learning-site-for-students

Choose one Article from THE "FINAL SOLUTION"
Name of Article _________________________________________________________________
Summary of Article

Next go to Concentration Camps link
Choose two camps to examine                      Camp 1: ________________  Camp 2: ________________
Gusen (1939)                                         What happen at the camp? (medical experiments, people being executed etc.)
Neuengamme (1940)
Gross-Rosen (1940)
Auschwitz (1940)
Natzweiler (1940)
Stutthof (1942)
Majdanek (1943)                                      When was the camp liberated?

Timeline of Camps
Click here http://fcit.usf.edu/holocaust/timeline/camps.htm

What were the 1st Nazi concentration camps?
. What was the primary purpose of these camps?

Name the 6 death camps in Poland.

Liberation of Camps

After reading this page in a one paragraph summary explain using examples from the webpage which countries liberated camps and what was the impact of liberation?

The War crimes Trials
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/war-crimes-trials?series=48246

Where did the trials take place?

How many people were charged and what were they charged with?

What were some of the other trials that were put on at a national trial level?

What happened to a lot of the Nazi perpetrators?